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Abstract—One of the major concerns in wireless sensor net-
works (WSNs) is improving the network lifetime. This paper
addresses the problem of energy saving in an IEEE 802.15.4a
large-scale full mesh WSNs based on UWB technology. It presents
a three-tiered network architecture to facilitate resource sharing
and to ensure load and energy balancing. With a particular
focus on medium access control (MAC) protocols, we propose a
multi-channel MAC protocol, Prioritized Multi-Channel Multi-
Time slot MAC protocol (PMCMTP), that due to its intelligent
management of spectrum resource and time slots, can simulta-
neously improve energy efficiency and network quality-of-service
(QoS). To prove energy efficiency and QoS support of PMCMTP,
we implement it in a discrete-time simulator built in JAVA.
Simulations results show that PMCMTP succeeds to save energy
and to enhance network QoS with a low overhead.

Keywords-WHSNs; PMCMTP; energy.

I. INTRODUCTION

Energy efficiency is the key issue for Wireless Sensor

Networks (WSNs), which mainly rely on limited battery power

supply. Indeed, energy is generally recognized as a key bot-

tleneck for embedded sensor nodes. This bottleneck is exacer-

bated by the disparity between the rapidly growing processing

speed and the slowly improving battery capacity of computing

systems. Some solutions for saving energy at medium access

control (MAC) layer for WSNs are put forward. The power

wastage in WSNs, especially at MAC layer, is due mainly

to: Idle listening, collisions, protocol overhead, overhearing

and overemitting. Recently, several researchers have explored

the possibility of using multiple channels to overcome the

limitations of single channel MAC protocols in terms of QoS

support (Real-time guarantee, throughput) and energy saving.

Most commercial radio devices, such as MICAZ, TelosB, and

CMU FireFly, already provide the basic functions required to

support multiple channels, and as shown in [1] and [2], channel

switch latency of the CC2420 transceiver is short (just about

200µs).

In [3], we have proposed PMCMTP, a Prioritized Multi-

Channel Multi-Time slot media access control Protocol which

is suitable for real-time and\or high data-rate applications.

For more details about PMCMTP’s performance, in terms of

end-to-end delay guarantee and throughput, the reader can

refer to [3]. In this paper, we focus on the evaluation of the

PMCMTP’s behavior in terms of energy saving. The main

contributions of this paper are as follows:

- First, we investigate the advantages of UWB IEEE

802.15.4a [4] physical layer to minimize energy consumption

by providing the first spectrum management scheme exclu-

sively for full mesh large-scale WSNs.

- Second, we propose PMCMTP for dense and large-scale

WSNs to ensure:

• An efficient resource allocation (channel frequencies and

time slots inside each Personal Area Network (PAN)),

• Energy balancing and saving to prolong network lifetime,

• QoS support.

PMCMTP takes into account: the spatial channel reuse, the

duty cycle’s information of PANs and priorities of data stream.

- Finally, we perform an evaluation of our protocol using

simulations, demonstrating that it comes to reach our goals in

terms of spectrum efficiency, energy efficiency and network

performance enhancement.

II. RELATED WORK

In the literature, most proposed MAC protocols, focusing

mainly on the problem of energy efficiency in WSNs, are

based on the use of single channel, where a few multi-channel

MAC protocols have been proposed for WSNs [5]–[12]. The

first multi-channel protocol, called Multi-frequency Media

access control for wireless Sensor Networks (MMSN) [5],

represents four frequency assignment schemes for WSNs.

Although MMSN achieves increased network throughput, the

fixed channel allocations limit channel utilization. Moreover, it

wastes a lot of energy due to several broadcasts and collisions.

To overcome MMSN’s deficiency, we propose (i) a dynamic

channel allocation scheme based on network duty cycle’s

information and spatial channel reuse to enhance channel

utility and (ii) a centralized multi-channel multi-time slot MAC

protocol to ensure energy saving with a low overhead. Y-

MAC [6] is a TDMA-based multi-channel MAC protocol for

WSN. Y-MAC, based on scheduled access, assigns time slots

to the receivers instead of the senders. At the beginning of

each time slot, potential senders for the same receiver contend

for the medium. We note that increased contention especially



around the sink node with high data-rate scenarios can lead

to bottleneck problem of the sink node. In this situation,

several packets can exceed the delay bound of the underlying

application and it can be dropped. So, neither QoS constraints

will be respected nor energy will be saved. To avoid such

situation, we propose to decompose our network on a set of

PANs organized on cells to balance load and energy consump-

tion in order to ensure network lifetime maximization and

QoS support. To overcome the deficiency of single-channel

LMAC protocol in dense networks, Multi-channel Lightweight

Medium Access Control (MLMAC) [7] has been proposed. In

single-channel LMAC, the number of transmissions is limited

by the number of time slots in a frame. However, in MC-

LMAC time slots are selected with frequencies. Although,

MC-LMAC exhibits better performance than LMAC in terms

of throughput due to parallel transmissions, energy saving

is not improved. Also, collisions can occur when network

topology changes which leads to energy wastage. For that,

we propose a centralized multi-channel MAC protocol in-

sensitive to the network topology change. In [8] and [9],

the authors proposed a dynamic channel allocation based

on agreement established between each sender and receiver

nodes. Such approach may be suitable in light network but

in dense network frequency negotiation messages can involve

a considerable unnecessary overhead. The advantage of those

protocols is the use of several channels for control traffic which

can avoid control channel congestion problem. There are also

efforts in industry which utilize multi-channel radios. Time

Synchronized Mesh Protocol (TSMP) [10] is a TDMA-based

frequency hopping networking protocol for wireless mesh

sensor networks (WMSNs). TSMP maintains synchronization

among nodes. Nodes employ frequency hopping according to

a shared pseudo-random schedule. All previous multi-channel

allocation schemes are proposed for classical WSNs operating

on 2.4 Ghz band without any support of QoS mechanisms,

however the authors in [11] proposed the first Multi-Channel

MAC protocol (MCMAC) taking into account the notion of

priority during channel allocation process inside a cluster. This

protocol is based on four stages: synchronous beacon, trans-

mission request, channel schedule and data convey. Although

MCMAC ensures multi-channel access in cluster tree WSNs

but it does not support the simultaneous communications of

several clusters. Moreover, the cluster header assigns channels

to its members for a fixed duration which leads to the

wasting of resource (if this duration is bigger than needed

duration) and\or to the increase of communication overhead

(if this duration is shorter than needed duration). In [12],

the authors proposed the first multi-channel scheme designed

for UWB based IEEE 802.15.3 networks. Based on dynamic

traffic demand, the proposed mechanism employs a distributed

dynamic channel allocation algorithm (DCA) [13] to distribute

the channels among neighboring piconets. Because of several

broadcasts (between piconet controllers), the communication

overhead in this mechanism is relatively high.

Similar to [12], we propose to organize the global network

on set of PANs, to reduce the complexity of resource sharing.

But, for channel and time slot allocation in UWB based WSNs,

we propose a mechanism that meets WSNs requirements and

ensures QoS support in such networks. To prolong network

lifetime and to support QoS, we propose to ensure energy

efficiency and network performance enhancement (throughput,

delay and QoS support) by exploiting the following key ideas:

1) Advantages offered by UWB technology: low power

transmission, immunity to multi-path propagation, high

data-rates and high-precision ranging capability,

2) Adequate network architecture that can reduce the com-

plexity of the resource sharing task in dense and large-

scale full mesh WSNs and balance load and energy.

3) Multi-channel multi-time slot access protocol ensuring

parallel transmissions and congestion avoidance to:

• shorten active period (extend sleep period as possible)

that leads to energy saving and network lifetime max-

imization,

• increase throughput and decrease delay.

4) Support of data stream prioritization to ensure QoS.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,

we present the system model. Section 3 gives an overview of

the PMCMTP protocol. Section 4 details power consumption

in WSNs. In Section 5, we evaluate PMCMTP performance

by analyzing and commenting some simulation results.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

In order to deploy a dense network supporting a consid-

erable number of nodes, we proposed in [14] a three-tiered

network to represent the global network, using UWB sensors

in the first and second network levels. The choice of the UWB

technology is done to benefit from:

• Power efficiency: its extremely low transmitting power

minimizing interference,

• Real-time guarantees: high data-rates allowing real-time

and high data-rate applications,

• Location awareness: location capacity ensuring mobility

management and node identification.

For the third tier, we proposed to use WiFi to benefit from

its high data-rate, large coverage and security aspects. We aim

to design a Wireless Hospital Sensor Network (WHSN) for

an application in a hospital, but the proposed system model as

well as channel allocation schemes can apply to more general

WSNs contexts. Figure 1 shows all WHSN’s layers:

• The Body Sensor Network (BSN) tier: The lowest level

represents the Body Sensor Network (BSN). We can

model an elementary BSN by a star network composed of

one coordinator and a set of biosensors that ensure phys-

iological measurements and patient’s medical monitoring

of patient.

• The Personal Area Network (PAN) tier: To improve

network performance in a dense hospital environment, we

propose overlaying the network of BSNs with a second

upper level network or PAN. As shown in Figure 1, the

network is represented by a hexagonal cell of sensors or-

ganized in mesh topology including one PAN coordinator,



several routers (which relay sensing information toward

PAN coordinator and can execute some sensing measure-

ments such as humidity, temperature measurements, etc.)

and and several mobile BSNs (only BSN’s coordinator

communicates directly with its PAN coordinator and

router nodes).

• The UWB/WiFi based Mesh Network tier: For an efficient

solution for channel allocation and mobility management

in WHSNs, that cellular architecture, based on UW-

B/WiFi technologies, is chosen to the third level to have

at the end a three-tier hierarchical cellular network.

Fig. 1. WHSN architecture

Inside a PAN, only BSNs are mobile with very low rate. The

study of mobility is out of this paper. The detailed description

of the network architecture is out of the scope of this paper, so

for more details, the reader can refer to [14]. Let us assume

the general case of a network composed by a set of PANs

uniformly distributed. We define Nc as the number of PANs.

The ideal case of an hexagonal model is chosen to ensure the

total coverage of the network. Although the coverage zone

of a sensor device is not an hexagon or a perfect circle in

practice, there are procedures and mechanisms [15] that ensure

the adjustments of the model during network deployment by

means of experimental tests and measurements.

The IEEE 802.15.4a Impulse-Radio (IR) UWB complaint

devices can operate in three independent bands: (i) the sub-

gigahertz band (250-750 MHz), (ii) the low band (3.1-5 GHz)

and (iii) the high band (6-10.6 GHz) (See Figure 2). As shown

in the table 39d given in [4], the standard specifies 16 physical

frequency channels associated with 8 sequence codes to have

in total 32 logical channels.

Fig. 2. IEEE 802.15.4a UWB plan bands

The IEEE 802.15.4a MAC protocol supports two opera-

tional modes that can be selected by the PAN Coordina-

tor: Beacon-enabled mode and non beacon-enabled mode.

To provide time guarantees to deliver data frames, beacon-

enabled mode is used. The format of the superframe is defined

by the PAN Coordinator. The superframe, corresponding to

the Beacon Interval (BI), is defined by the time between

two consecutive beacons, and includes an active period and,

optionally, a following inactive period (See Figure 3(a)).

The active period, corresponding to the Superframe Duration

(SD), is divided into 16 equally sized time slots, during which

data transmission is allowed. For a global network of Nc

PANs, each PAN coordinator is characterized by its super-

frame duration {PANi = (SDi, BIi)}1≤i≤Nc
as shown in

Figure 3(b). We define BImaj and SDmin as respectively the

major cycle (the least common multiple of all PANs BI) and

the elementary active cycle (the least common denominator of

all PANs SD). To efficiently schedule the SDi durations, we

can use the methods proposed in [16], [17].

(a) PAN superframe structure

(b) Network duty cycle

Fig. 3. Network configuration

IV. PMCMTP FOR IR UWB SENSOR NETWORKS

The role of WHSN is to ensure real-time and continuous

patient monitoring to reduce time of routine consultation and

to immediately treat emergency cases. So, such network must

support a large number of BSNs or patients with different

states, which must be monitored by means of various types

of biosensors. Consequently, the network must present a long

lifetime and support QoS ensuring efficient patient monitoring.

In order to balance energy consumption, maximize the

network lifetime and enhance such QoS (in terms of net-

work capacity or throughput, delays, prioritized physiological

measurements support), we propose a MAC protocol called

PMCMTP for mesh WSNs taking into account:

• Full mesh topology with multi-hop routing to ensure load

and energy balancing,



• Spatial channel reuse in order to efficiently assign several

channels per PAN without suffering from co-channel

interference,

• PANs duty cycle in order to dynamically allocate chan-

nels, maximize channel utility and avoid idle listening,

• Data stream prioritization at the level of PANs and BSNs,

to ensure QoS support per patient and per service.

A. First Level of Channels Allocation

Inside a WSN, we distinguish two types of traffic: Control

and data communication traffics. Control traffic is generated to

identify each PAN, to synchronize devices that are associated

with a PAN and to manage communication between each

PAN’s members. Data communication traffic represents the

useful information to be transmitted between devices. In [18],

we have proposed an allocation strategy for control and data

channels.

1) Control channel allocation: To avoid control channel

congestion [8], we propose to statically assign one control

channel to each PAN. The emission power density of the

UWB signals is less than -41.3 dBm/MHz [4]. Given that,

overlapping channels (4, 7, 11 and 15) are characterized by

high bandwidth (more than 1 GHz, see Figure 2), they can

allow higher transmit power (the transmit power limit varies

from 80.1µW to 100.4µW ), permitting an extended range, as

compared to non-overlapping channels (with 499.2 MHz of

bandwidth allowing a transmit power limit of 37µW ). So, to

persistently cover each cell with control traffic, we find that

the overlapping channels are more suitable to ensure the zone

coverage for such traffic. An optimal coloring algorithm is

used to share control channels between PANs without suffering

from inter-PAN interference.

2) Dynamic data communication channel allocation: Ac-

cording to network configuration and by means of an optimal

coloring algorithm, we propose to allocate the set of residual

channels (non-overlapping channels and the supplementary

overlapping channels with their appropriate sequence codes)

for data communication. According to PAN’s duty cycle and

available channel frequencies, each active PAN coordinator

can benefit simultaneously from several data communication

channels during each elementary active cycle SDmin.

The detailed description of the Ultra Wide Band Channel

Allocation Scheme (UWBCAS), for control and data channels

sharing between PANs, is out of the scope of this paper, so

for more details, the reader can refer to [18].

B. Second Level of Data Channels Allocation (inside a PAN)

In this subsection, we present PMCMTP [3] for logical

channels and time slots allocation inside each PAN. Similar

to [19], a key concept in PMCMTP is the elementary active

cycle, which is composed by two consecutive active periods,

the first for synchronization and collect of resource requests,

and the second for the Request Scheduling Algorithm (RSA)

process, reception of second beacon and allowable data com-

munications (See Figure 4).

For each elementary active cycle, the PAN coordinator col-

lects all the resource allocation requests of its network’s mem-

bers. Then, according to the spectrum sharing scheme [18], it

can know the number of channels that it can benefit from dur-

ing the current active cycle. Next, it tries to allocate available

time slots per channel in response to collected requests. Fi-

nally, concerned sensors can begin their data communications.

The principle of PMCMTP is based on the three following

phases:

1) Time Slots Request phase: Transmission requests phase

must precede each PAN’s active period. This phase is

divided into two sub-steps: (i) the first step consists in

PAN synchronization, (ii) the second step consists in

collecting all transmission requests from PAN’s members.

During this phase, the allocated control channel is used.

During the first step, by listening to the beacon frame,

PAN members adjust their wake-up clocks. The second

step represents a set of equal short time slots, during

which, the PAN coordinator is listening to the requests

of PAN’s member. So, just following the reception of the

first beacon frame, each PAN’s member waits for its own

time slot in order to send its request packets.

2) Channels/time slots allocation phase: According to the

RSA algorithm, after reception of all transmission re-

quests, the PAN coordinator tries to schedule it according

to its assigned priority. Once the list of requests are

scheduled, the PAN coordinator tries to launch the phase

of time slots and channels allocation. For each request, it

tries to find the earliest available time slots per channel to

assign it to the suitable request. At the end of the process

of time slots and channels allocation, PAN coordinator

registers a trace of requests, which were not served in its

queue in order to analyze it during the next cycle. Then,

it inserts into the next beacon frame the necessary in-

formation (Request identifier, index of allocated channel,

index of the first allocated time slot, number of allocated

time slots, address of the request’s sender and of flow

destination) of the served requests.

3) Data transmission phase: After listening to the second

beacon frame, PAN’s members can have a feedback

of their transmission requests. Each concerned sensor

switches to the suitable channel at the suitable time slot

and it begins sending or receiving data frames during the

reserved duration.

Fig. 4. An elementary active cycle

The detailed description of PMCMTP is out of the scope



of this paper, so for more details, the reader can refer to [3].

V. ENERGY EVALUATION METRICS IN WSNS

In WSNs, all protocol layers consume energy. We know

that WSNs are power-constrained since nodes operate with

limited battery energy. So, in order to save energy, maximize

the lifetime and the power efficiency of the global network, all

network protocol layers must cooperate to ensure an efficient

energy management.

A. Energy Consumption

Let ETotal represents the sum of the energy consumed by

all network’s members. For each node, the energy consump-

tion is the sum of energy consumed during different power

states [20]:

• Energy consumed during Radio transmission, ETX ;

• Energy consumed during Radio receiving, ERX ;

• Energy for circuit operation during idle state, EIDLE ;

• Energy consumed at sleep state, ESLEEP ;

Therefore, suppose that the power consumption in transmit-

ting, receiving, idle and sleep states are respectively PTX ,

PRX , PIDLE and PSLEEP . Let E
j
i represents the energy

consumption of the ith node of the jth PAN:

E
j
i = ETX

j
i + ERX

j
i + EIDLE

j
i + ESLEEP

j
i

E
j
i = PTX × TTX

j
i + PRX × TRX

j
i+

PIDLE × TIDLE
j
i + PSLEEP × TSLEEP

j
i

(1)

where TTX
j
i , TRX

j
i , TIDLE

j
i and TSLEEP

j
i represent time

durations spent by the ith node of the jth PAN during

respectively transmitting, receiving, idle and sleep states. We

assume that PAN coordinators are mains powered, but the

energy consumption of the members of each PAN (except

the PAN coordinator) must be well-managed to prolong the

network lifetime. The energy consumptions of respectively

the jth PAN and the global network are given by Ej and

ETotal. The average energy consumption Enode is obtained

by averaging the energy consumption of all nodes.

Ej =

Nj∑

i=1

E
j
i , ETotal =

Nc∑

j=1

Ej , Enode =
ETotal

Nc∑
j=1

Nj

(2)

where Nc and Nj represent respectively the total number of

PANs and the number of the jth PAN’s members.

In the literature, several UWB transceivers have been pro-

posed [21]–[26]. The power consumption of UWB transmitter

varies from 2mW to 15mW and that of UWB receiver varies

from 21.6mW to 50.1mW . Table I shows the default value

of the power consumption of a UWB device and a classical

device for different states. For idle and sleep modes, we admit

the same power consumption for both devices (there is not any

information about power consumption of idle and sleep modes

of UWB devices).

TABLE I
POWER CONSUMPTION OF DIFFERENT STATES OF NODE

Parameter Default value of Power Consumption
UWB Transceiver [21] CC2420 Transceiver [2]

PIDLE − 0.766mW
PSLEEP − 36µW

Max PTX 12.6mW 31.32mW
PRX 28.8mW 35.47mW

Power supply 1.8V

IDLE mode: crystal oscillator and voltage regulator ON

SLEEP mode: only volatge regulator ON(ie mote can′t hear the radio),

Max PT X : calculated according to the maximum transmit power.

Figure 5 presents the IEEE 802.15.4a’s data frame struc-

ture, where SHR, PHR, PSDU , SIFS and LIFS refer

respectively to synchronization header, physical layer header,

physical layer service data unit, short interframe spacing and

long interframe spacing.

Fig. 5. IEEE 802.15.4a’s data frame structure

Table II shows the default timing value of the IEEE

802.15.4a’s data frame fields.

TABLE II
IEEE 802.15.4A’S DATA FRAME DURATION

Parameter Default value

SHR preamble 71.5µs
PHR field 16.4µs

DATA field
Ldata

Rate

SIFS/LIFS 24
Rate

/ 80
Rate

Ldata: Data length in bits,

Rate: Data−rate which can vary from 110 Kbps to 27.24 Mbps

B. Metrics

In our evaluation, we will consider two metrics:

1) Network lifetime: The main metric of performance is the

lifetime of the global network. This metric can be defined by

various manners:

• Time of the first node failure [27] (TFF ): defined as the

time till the first node, in the network, runs out of battery

energy.

• Fraction of surviving nodes in a network [28] (Fs(t)):
defined as the sum of surviving nodes at time t (Ns(t))
per the number of total network members (NTotal):

Fs(t) =
Ns(t)

NTotal
(3)

• Time of the last node failure [29] or Max expiration time

(MET ): defined as the time till the last node, in the

network, runs out of battery energy.

2) Power efficiency: Power efficiency [30] Peff is defined

as the throughput achieved per unit of energy consumed, where

the throughput represents the number of successfully delivered

packets.

Peff =
Throughput(Packets)

ETotal(Joules)
(4)



VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We have implemented PMCMTP in a custom WSN sim-

ulator built in JAVA [31] and based on some functionalities

defined by Prowler simulator [32] with the support of the

three-tiered network architecture proposed in [14] and the

UWB channel allocation scheme detailed in [18]. It provides

a nice graphical user interface to facilite the network config-

uration and to easily customize application scenarios that we

propose to simulate. In this section, we propose to evaluate the

performance of PMCMTP with default value of the network’s

parameters and then by varying the following parameters:

channel number, system load, packet length, data-rate and

node number.

A. Simulation Parameters

Let us consider a synchronized network of 9 PANs, each

occupies hexagonal cell of radius R = 5m. Each PAN has

25 nodes uniformly distributed (One PAN coordinator, twenty

routers and four BSNs coordinators). For each active PAN, we

assume that nine nodes initiate gossip CBR streams towards

the sink nodes and each source node generates a packet in

every time slot. Each PAN coordinator is characterized by its

superframe duration {PANi = (SDi, BIi)}1≤i≤9 as shown

in Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b). Table III shows the default

value of each parameter in the simulations. To eliminate the

bottleneck problem of single sink node, we assume that there

are several sink nodes in each PAN.

TABLE III
SIMULATION PARAMETER

Parameter Default value

Number of PANs 9, See Figure 3(b)

PAN’s radius 5m
Number of Nodes per PAN 25

Node placement Uniform
Communication rate 850Kbps

System Load 9 packets per PAN per Time slot

Traffic pattern Gossip CBR Streams

Radio range 5m for control, 2m for data

Max MSDU length 85 Bytes

Time slot duration for data transfer 0.984ms
Time slot duration for resource request 0.246ms
SOmin for data communications 4

Network Duty Cycle See Figure 3(b)

B. Evaluation of Energy Consumption

1) The basic scenario: The simulation of the basic scenario

(using the default value of each parameter as given in Table III)

gives an idea on the behavior of the PMCMTP protocol

according to time progress. As presented in Figure 6, the

red curve shows the energy consumed by one PAN during

the first elementary cycle, and the blue curve gives a global

vision of energy consumption of the entire network during

the first elementary cycle where all PANs are active. Ac-

cording to Figure 6, we note that energy consumed during

synchronization and resource request phases, including the

first and second beacons, is negligible compared to energy

consumed during data transfer. Due to the extremely short

length of request messages that energy consumption during

synchronization and resource request is very low, it represents

6.5% of energy consumed during data transfer phase. Thanks

to its low overhead and simplicity, this protocol can greatly

improve the energy efficiency of PAN devices. Figure 7 gives

a global vision of energy consumption of the first PAN and

the global network during a major cycle. According to the red

curve, we note that the energy consumed during sleep periods

is extremely low (of a few µJ) where the energy consumption

of active period follows an increasing curve of almost linear

trend. We can explain the linear trend by the use of CBR

streams. According to the blue curve, we note that the energy

consumed is a function of the number of active PANs. More

the number of active PANs increases more the rate of energy

consumption grows.
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Fig. 6. Energy consumption of the global network and the first PAN during
the first elementary cycle
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Fig. 7. The energy consumption’s behavior of the global network and the
first PAN

2) Energy Consumption vs Number of Channels : By

varying the number of channels assigned to each PAN, we

take the total of the consumed energy as a metric to measure

our protocol performance. In this simulation, we conduct

experiment with a load of 135 packets per PAN per elementary

active cycle (i.e., 9 packets per time slot per active PAN). Fig-

ure 8 shows that our protocol becomes more energy efficient

when we increase the number of channels. We see that the

energy consumption decreases by 25.56% when the number

of channels increases from 1 to 9. According to Figure 8,

the speed of energy consumption decrease slows down when



the number of channels increases more. We think that the

proportion of energy spent on the control overhead becomes

little when increasing the number of channels (with more

channels, the active periods become shorter so less control

traffic). To avoid supplementary cycles (extra overhead) and

the energy waste, it will be suitable to dispose of the necessary

number of channels ensuring the processing of network’s load

during the shortest period. For this reason, we proposed in [18]

a channel allocation scheme ensuring static control channel

allocation and dynamic channel allocation (based on the spatial

channel reuse and the duty cycle’s information of PANs) in

order:

• To increase the number of simultaneous communications,

which leads to delays reduction, throughput increasing

and energy saving,

• To avoid the phenomena of congestion (data and control

traffic) and reduce energy waste.

In this way, we can meet concurrent constraints of energy

and QoS. Moreover, we note a constant behavior of energy

consumption when the number of used channels exceeds nine.

We can explain this by the fact that the number of available

channels exceeds the number of needed channels to support

all simultaneous streams (i.e., 9 CBR per active PAN). So, in

this case, the supplementary channels, exceeding the necessary

number of channels, are not used, what leads to spectrum

resource inefficiency. For a trade-off between resource utility

enhancement, QoS guarantees and energy saving, we must

define the rational duty cycle for each PAN according to the

supported load.
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Fig. 8. Energy Consumption of the entire network vs Number of Channels

3) Energy Consumption vs System Loads: In this part, we

explore PMCMTP’s performance when different system loads

are used, which are generated by different numbers of CBR

streams. To analyze performance scalability, we conduct all

experiments with different packet sizes. We distinguish two

sets of experiments:

• The first set of experiments is conducted for a fixed

duration of a major cycle (Figure 9.a),

• The second set of experiments is conducted for a fixed

amount of load of 135 packets per PAN (Figure 9.b).

As Figure 9.a shows, for all the system loads varying

from 9 CBR streams to 81 CBR streams (i.e., 1 CBR per

PAN to 9 CBR per PAN), it is observed that PMCMTP

always exhibits better performance when shortest packets are

used because for a fixed duration that leads to minimum

load and then to minimum energy consumption. According

to Figure 9.b, it is observed that PMCMTP always exhibits

better performance when largest packets are used because for

a fixed amount of load that leads to shortest active period

and then to minimum energy consumption. According to the

application’s QoS requirements (end-to-end delay guarantee,

etc.), physical link quality and the rate of residual energy per

node, that the suitable packet length can be defined.
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Fig. 9. Energy Consumption of the entire network vs Number of Source
Nodes

4) Energy Consumption vs Number of Nodes: Figure 10

highlights the behavior of PMCMTP in terms of total en-

ergy consumption by varying the number of nodes. In this

simulation, we conduct experiments with a duration of one

elementary cycle and with the same system load (9 CBR per

active PAN). We note that the behavior of PMCMTP, in terms

of energy consumption, is almost invariable to the variation in

the number of nodes. Given the fair time slot allocation method

proposed by PMCMTP, idle listening is avoided and energy is

mainly consumed during effective transmission and reception

phases. Moreover, the proportion of energy spent during

request phase (without considering synchronization phase) and

transmission phase is almost the same with different number

of nodes.
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Fig. 10. Energy Consumption of the entire network vs Number of Nodes



Although the slight impact of the variation of the number

of nodes on PMCMTP’s energy consumption behavior, we

propose to analyze the energy consumption behavior of PM-

CMTP during synchronization and resource request phase as

a function of node number (See Figure 10). We note that the

energy consumption slightly increases with the increase of the

number of nodes, this is due to the increase of the amount of

energy spent in beacon frames reception.

5) Energy Consumption vs Data-rate: To analyze the effect

of the increase of data-rate on our protocol’s performance, we

conduct simulation with different data-rates proposed by the

IEEE 802.15.4a standard. Figure 11 shows that, PMCMTP

becomes more energy efficient when data-rate increases. So,

according to physical channel’s state, we propose to implement

a data-rate control policy ensuring data-rate selection in order

to save energy, shorten delays and increase throughput as well.
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Fig. 11. Energy Consumption of the entire network vs Data-rate

C. Comparative Performance Evaluation

In this part, we compare the PMCMTP’s performances with

different physical layers (UWB IEEE 802.15.4a and IEEE

802.15.4 physical layers) and to MCMAC [11] protocol.

1) Energy Consumption: Taking the average energy con-

sumption per node and/or the total energy consumption of

the entire network as metrics, we propose to compare the

PMCMTP’s behavior on the one hand with both IEEE802.15.4

and IEEE802.15.4a physical layers, and on the other hand to

the MCMAC’s behavior.

• UWB IEEE 802.15.4a vs IEEE 802.15.4: In the follow-

ing simulation, we conducted experiments, for a duration

of a major cycle, with a load of nine CBR streams per

active PAN. As shown by Figure 12, the difference of

energy consumption between both cases (UWB and 2.4

physical layers) grows quickly during active periods to

reach a factor of 3.71 at the end of cycle. We can explain

that by the extremely low transmitting and receiving

powers of a UWB IEEE 802.15.4a transceiver compared

to a IEEE 802.15.4 transceiver. Moreover, high data-

rate offered by UWB physical layer can reduce delays

(including delays of transmission and reception) which

leads to energy consumption decrease.

• PMCMTP vs MCMAC: In this part, we conducted

experiments, for a duration of an elementary cycle, to

highlight and compare the energy consumption behaviors

of PMCMTP and MCMAC protocols by varying one

parameter (Number of nodes, number of CBR streams per

active PAN, number of used channels per active PAN). In

all experiments, as shown in Figure 13, PMCMTP offers

better results than MCMAC.
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Fig. 12. Energy Consumption vs Physical layers

As shown by Figure 13.(a), the energy consumption for both

protocols grows slowly with node number increase. We can

explain this by the use of a fixed system load for all simulation

experiments and given that the majority of energy consumption

is due to data transfer and the amount of energy consumed

by added nodes is small (just for receiving beacons and

sleeping). But we note that MCMAC’s energy consumption

represents 3.5 times of that of PMCMTP’s given that the

MCMAC allocates data channels for a fixed duration (one time

slot), which introduces additional communication overhead

(supplementary requesting time slot phases).
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Fig. 13. PMCMTP vs MCMAC

By increasing the number of CBR streams, the difference

between PMCMTP and MCMAC increases by 186% when the

system load increases from 3 to 9 streams (See Figure 13.(b)).

This difference is due to the additional communication over-

head which increases with the increase of the number of CBR

streams in the case of MCMAC.



Figure 13.(c) shows that the difference of energy consump-

tion between both protocols decreases by 26.67% when the

number of used channels per active PAN (or Cluster for

MCMAC) increases from 3 to 9. So, the increase of the

number of used channels ensures the shorten of the active

periods and the avoidance of supplementary communication

overhead which leads to the energy consumption reduction

for both protocols.

2) Network lifetime: Taking the network lifetime (as

defined in subsection V-B1) as a metric, we evaluate the

performance of PMCMTP protocol. The Initial Energy (IE)
represents the initial amount of battery energy before any

activity. The relation between battery voltage (U [V ]), battery

capacity (C[mAh]) and initial energy (IE[Joule]):

IE = U [V ] × C[mAh] = [Watt × sec] = [Joule] (5)

We assume the use of one AA Battery (1.8V, 2500mAh), so,

the initial energy is about 16 200 Joule. Moreover, we assume

a periodic network duty cycle (The repetition in the time of

the network duty cycle illustrated in Figure 3(b)), in this case,

we can estimate TFF , Fs(TFF ) and MET by:

T̂FF = IE×Dsimulation

max(Enode)

Fs(T̂FF ) =

NT otal−|{node,Enode=max(Enode)}|
t=Dsimulation

node∈network

NT otal

M̂ET = IE×Dsimulation

min(Enode)

Dsimulation=k×Dmajor cycle, k∈N∗ ,

Dmajor cycle: Duration of a major cycle.

Enode: Energy consumption of a node ∈ network.

Because of several simultaneous transmissions, at T̂FF

more than one node can simultaneously run out of its battery

energy. So, Fs(T̂FF ) gives us an idea about the percentage of

energy balancing at this instance. Under the network config-

uration described above (Table III), the simulation results are

presented in Table IV. It is clear that the use of UWB physical

layer can significantly increase the network lifespan, given

that a UWB transceiver consumes less energy than classical

transceivers as shown in Table I. We note that for both physical

layers, the estimation of the fraction of surviving nodes in the

network Fs(T̂FF ) is the same given that this measure does

not depend on physical layer but on MAC layer’s specifications

(duty cycle, resource allocation policy, etc.).

TABLE IV
NETWORK LIFETIME

Protocol T̂FF Fs(T̂FF ) M̂ET

1 : UWBPHY (y/m/d/h/m/sec) (y/m/d/h/m/sec)

2 : 2.4PHY

PMCMTP 1 −/1/2/7/53/26 64% 1/3/4/6/17/36

PMCMTP 2 −/− /17/− /20/9 64% −/5/12/15/20/57

3) Power efficiency: We compare the power efficiency of

PMCMTP with MCMAC. According to the result presented in

Figure 14, we discover that the power efficiency performance

of PMCMTP is much better than that of MCMAC. On the

one hand, not only PMCMTP allows parallel communications

inside an active PAN but it also allows several active PANs

to communicate simultaneously which ensures a considerable

throughput increase, on the other hand, given that PMCMTP

allocates variable time slots per resource request which can

minimize overhead and energy consumption.
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Fig. 14. Power Efficiency

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have presented and evaluated PMCMTP,

a multi-channel multi-time slot MAC protocol for dense

and large-scale WSNs with QoS support. Given that WSNs

are power-constrained, the energy efficiency represents the

main goal in the proposed schemes design. According to the

network configuration and the available spectrum resource,

UWBCAS [18] efficiently shares the UWB spectrum between

active PANs then, inside each active PAN, PMCMTP tries to

efficiently assign available time slots per channel in response

to received resource requests. PMCMTP’s performance has

been evaluated through a set of simulations, and the exper-

imental results show that our protocol exhibits prominent

ability to ensure energy saving and power efficiency. However,

in order to ensure a better compromise between energy effi-

ciency, QoS guarantees and resource (spectral and temporal)

utility enhancement, it is important to evaluate the impact of

lower and higher layers on the PMCMTP. In this context,

we propose to jointly deal with duty cycle scheduling, multi-

constrained QoS routing and resource allocation problems via

the collaboration of all the network layers. The proposition of

the suitable cross-layer design for real-time WSNs will be the

challenge that we will tackle in next work.
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